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Important Notices & Disclaimers
This presentation is being delivered on a confidential basis by Golden Crypto Dog project.  The material, data, and information 

contained are for informational purposes only and are not intended to provide tax, legal, or investment advice.  Any reproduction 

or distribution of this presentation, in whole or in part, or the disclosure of its contents, to any person (including in any jurisdiction 

outside the United States) without the prior consent of the Company is prohibited. By reviewing this presentation solely for infor-

mational purposes, each recipient agrees: (i) to maintain the confidentiality of all information that is contained in this presentation 

and not already in the public domain, (ii) to use this document for the sole purpose of evaluating the Company, its business, and its 

prospects, and (iii) not to use the information contained in this presentation for any other purpose. 

This presentation should not be relied upon or used to form the basis for any decision, contract, commitment, or action whatsoever, 

with respect to any proposed transaction or for any other purpose.  By receipt of this presentation, the recipient and its directors, 

officers, employees, agents, and affiliates agree to hold this presentation and any oral information provided in connection with this 

presentation in strict confidence and may not communicate, reproduce, distribute or disclose it to any other person, or refer to it 

publicly, in whole or in part at any time except with our prior written consent. If you are not the intended recipient of this presenta-

tion, you are directed to please delete and destroy all copies immediately.

We have prepared this presentation and the analyses contained in it based, in part, on certain assumptions and information obtained 

by us from our directors, officers, employees, agents, affiliates, and/or from other sources. Our use of such assumptions and infor-

mation does not imply that we have independently verified or necessarily agree with any of such assumptions or information, and we 

have assumed and relied upon the accuracy and completeness of such assumptions and information provided to us for purposes of 

this document. No representation or warranty, express or implied, is or will be given by the Company or any of its affiliates, direc-

tors, officers, employees or advisers or any other person as to the accuracy or completeness of the information in this presentation 

(including as to the accuracy or reasonableness of statements, estimates, targets, projections, returns, prospects, assumptions, or 

judgments included in the presentation) or any other written, oral, or other communications transmitted or otherwise made available 

to any party in the course of its evaluation of the Company, and no responsibility or liability whatsoever is accepted for the accura-

cy or sufficiency thereof or for any errors, omissions or misstatements, negligent or otherwise, relating thereto. Accordingly, none 

of the Company or any of its affiliates, directors, officers, employees or advisers or any other person shall be liable for any direct, 

indirect, or consequential loss or damages suffered by any person as a result of relying on any statement in or omission from this pre-

sentation and any such liability is expressly disclaimed. Any views or terms contained herein are preliminary only, and are based on 

financial, economic, market, and other conditions prevailing as of the date of this presentation and are therefore subject to change.  

We undertake no obligation or responsibility to update any of the information contained in this presentation.  

An investment in Golden Crypto Dog project any of its affiliates or other investment vehicles intended to invest in Golden Crypto 

Dog project entails a high degree of risk, and no assurance can be given that such entity’s investment objective will be achieved 

or that investors will receive a return of their capital. In considering the projected performance information contained herein, you 

should bear in mind that past or projected performance is not necessarily indicative of future results, and there can be no assurance 

that any investment vehicle will achieve comparable results or be able to implement its investment strategy or achieve its investment 

objectives. You should not rely on Golden Crypto Dog project past experience or view of broad market in making any investment or 

other decisions related to Golden Crypto Dog project and related entities. 

This presentation shall not constitute or form part of an offer to sell or the solicitation of an offer to buy any securities of the Com-

pany, nor shall there be any sale of any securities of the Company in any state or jurisdiction in which such offer, solicitation or sale 

would be unlawful prior to registration or qualification under the securities laws of any such state or jurisdiction.
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Introduction
Running on the Solana Blockchain, $GCD is a meme coin that allows holders to access the Golden 
Crypto Dog Run Web3 meme Game. For the avoidance of doubt, $GCD is not tied to any underlying 
form of value and has no utility. Players can access the game using their Web3 digital access wallet, 
which is similar to a user password. 

Once inside the game, players can obtain additional $GCD tokens via play-to-earn mechanisms on 
the Golden Crypto Dog Run Web3 Game. These tokens can be exchanged for in-game purchases of 
items with no underlying value other than the $GCD tokens exchanged. 

Project Vision and Goals
Meme tokens are exploding in popularity. However, they are practically useless, making them 
speculative price fluctuation tools. The $GCD project aims to gamify the meme coin experience, 
increase the use of Web3 games on the Solana blockchain, and create social impact by donating a 
portion of the token raise proceeds to the American Society For the Prevention of Cruelty to Ani-
mals (ASPCA)  or some similar animal welfare charity with a focus on preventative care treatment.

Why Solana
Solana is one of the fastest blockchains globally, processing approximately 2500 transactions per 
second. The user must pay a minimum gas fee to process a transaction on a blockchain platform. 
This fee varies from blockchain to blockchain; some require a high gas fee. In this regard, Solana is 
one of the lowest-cost blockchains in terms of its gas fee, which is approximately $0.00025. Solana 
is user-friendly with ready-made tools and has an easy smart contract deployment process. It can 
exponentially host multiple decentralized applications on its platform. 

Golden Crypto Dog Run Game
Golden Crypto Dog Run is a retro-80s-inspired web3 game that allows players to test their skills and 
collect rewards. 

What Makes Golden Crypto Dog Run Game Unique
The Golden Crypto Dog Run game sets itself apart from traditional meme coins and utility tokens by 
integrating a play-to-earn gaming model directly tied to a blockchain-based ecosystem. Unlike typ-
ical meme coins that often lack intrinsic utility and are driven mainly by speculative interest, $GCD 
tokens are used within an engaging game environment, where players can earn tokens through 
gameplay, contributing to a self-sustaining economy. 
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Additionally, the game promotes social impact through charitable donations to animal welfare, 
bridging the gap between digital entertainment and real-world benefits. This dual focus on inter-
active gaming and philanthropy creates a unique value proposition beyond the typical use cases of 
other cryptocurrencies.

First 10,000 Players
The first 10,000 players who successfully onboard by connecting their Web3 wallets will be award-
ed $GCD tokens at random intervals. Players are automatically entered into a $GCD token reward 
draw upon successfully integrating their Web3 wallet. Every new player within the first 10,000 
has an equal chance to win from any tier, meaning winners will be randomly assigned a tier. A 
maximum total of 990,000,000 tokens will be allocated to these first 10,000 participants. Eli-
gibility is limited to 10,000 participants. Each web3 wallet address shall have one chance to win.

Next 50,000 Players
The next 50,000 players (after the first 10,000) who successfully onboard by connecting their Web3 
wallet will be awarded $GCD tokens at random intervals. Players are automatically entered into a 
$GCD token reward draw upon successfully integrating their Web3 wallet. Every new player within 
the next 50,000 has an equal chance to win from any tier, meaning winners will be randomly as-
signed a tier. A maximum total of 990,000,000 tokens will be allocated to these participants. Eligi-
bility is limited to 50,000 participants. Each web3 wallet address shall have one chance to win.
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Airdrop Tokens
The project will airdrop Approximately 4,950,000,000 $GCD tokens into wallets containing 
Dog-run-compatible tokens. Dog-run-compatible tokens will include Solana meme Tokens and 
select ERC meme Tokens, such as DOGE, SHIB, FLOKI, and BABYDOGE. Prior to the $GCD airdrop, 
our community management team will poll community members to vote on the tokens selected.

Game Overview
Test your skills and collect rewards in Golden Crypto Dog Run, an 80s-style action-adventure gam-
ing experience that enables you to earn while you play. Players accumulate $GCD points by com-
pleting various tasks, which can be exchanged for in-game assets while navigating the adventurous 
world of “Golden,” a token-obsessed meme dog. 

Golden is a rescue dog saved from the brink of death by his owner. After extensive treatments, he 
recovered and dedicated his life to helping other sick dogs. Along the way, Golden meets other 
characters to help him collect items such as medication, bones, and eye drops. Unfortunately, Gold-
en gets sidetracked by the glamorous lifestyle and influence of the characters of meme town.  At 
key points, Golden must choose whether to donate his assets for social good or to spend on lavish 
bling items.

Game Economy
Golden Crypto Dog Run’s economy is based on a range of assets and items that serve as the building 
blocks of an immersive learning environment that provides social impact. 

At the core of this experience lies a robust tokenomic structure centered around $GCD, which inter-
connects all of these assets through our marketplace. 
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There are two types of assets in the ecosystem:
1. Standard assets are off-chain and can’t be traded.

2. Prime assets are on-chain and can be traded. All NFT assets can be purchased via SOL or $GCD.

Exchange ratios are subject to change based on market conditions and special offers. 

In Game 100 to 300-meter dash & obstacle course (Game Farming)
While playing the game, an in-game 100-meter and 300-meter dash experience appears randomly. 
Players enter the game by clicking on the indicator that the game is available. Golden enters a chal-
lenge with a cheering crowd of meme characters (imagine Pepe and others). At the end of the race, 
players are offered a special NFT offer to acquire new bling with the winnings. The “Game Farming” 
allocation will be supplied via the Ecosystem Development pool. 

Ecosystem Assets1

1  This schedule is preliminary and must be modeled in detail to optimize gaming experience.
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Level Card NFTs
Players possessing level NFTs have increasing opportunities to acquire in-game items and find rare 
artifacts. 

Players level up according to how many lives are collected. Each life represents a dog life that Gold-
en has saved.

 » Levels 1 - 10 Increase with every 5 lives collected;

 » levels 11 - 20 increase with every 10 lives collected;

 » levels 21 - 30 increase with every 20 lives collected;

 » levels 31 - 40 increase with every 30 lives collected; 

 » levels 41 - 50 increase with every 40 lives collected;

Players can purchase “Level-up Cards” according to the following schedule.2

 » level 5: 1 SOL or equivalent in $GCD;

 » level 10: 3 SOL or equivalent in $GCD;

 » level 20: 10 SOL or equivalent in $GCD;

 » level 50: 500 SOL or equivalent in $GCD;

2 This schedule is preliminary and must be modeled in detail to optimize gaming experience.
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Tokenomics
A total of 99 billion GCD will be issued. They will be distributed to 9 main pools with different un-
locking schedules.

The token distribution will be as follows: 

1. Charity Donation: 5%

2. Dog lover Airdrop: 5%

3. Ecosystem development: 35%

4. Dog lover Pre-Sale and LP: 53% (More details coming soon)

5. First 60,000 Game players: 2%

Transaction and Transfer Fees 

There will be a 5% transfer fee for moving $GCD in and out of the ecosystem. Half of the fee will be 
allocated towards Infrastructure and the other half (50%) will be allocated to Community Develop-
ment Projects. There will also be a 5% fee for any in-ecosystem exchanges, which is the same distri-
bution noted above.3

3 Off-ecosystem wallets shall be defined as any wallet not controlled by GCD or its affiliates. 

99,000,000,000
Total Supply

5%
DEX Buy / Sell Tax
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Social Impact
Nearly 4 million dogs will enter one of over 13,000 animal shelters annually in the United States. Our 
team members have direct experience adopting dogs that were abandoned due to health issues. 
Pet abandonment is a serious issue that can’t be dealt with by donating to shelters. Addressing this 
problem requires getting to the root cause.

Several factors contribute to pet abandonment, including high costs of veterinary treatment for se-
rious issues, demographic disparities, lack of awareness of affordable alternatives, and educational 
gaps. Cost is the largest barrier to veterinary care. Unfortunately, most pet owners lack information 
about the long-term benefits of routine veterinarian visits and access to affordable veterinary care 
facilities. 

Routine veterinary visits prevent, diagnose, and treat pet problems or diseases. Additionally, a sig-
nificant correlation exists between demographic disparity and the availability of affordable care 
options. Typical barriers include cost of care, transportation, hours of operation, language differenc-
es, poor previous encounters with veterinarians, lack of trust in veterinarians, dog owners providing 
healthcare for their dogs themselves, and/or dog owners not believing veterinary care is necessary.

Our team is committed to working towards a solution that helps educate pet owners on the impor-
tance of routine visits to the veterinarian, the availability of affordable care options, and the demo-
graphic barriers that affect the lives of pets and their owners. That’s why we intend to donate 5% of 
token sale proceeds to charitable organizations such as the ASPCA that address this issue. 
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Key Milestones and Launch Schedule
The project has outlined a timeline of milestones leading up to key deliverables.

April 2024: The first milestone is to kick off community building, creating a solid base of interested 
and engaged supporters. In this phase, the project’s website goes live, Telegram becomes active, 
and other social platforms are launched. The technical team will implement the smart contract on 
Solana to manage secure token functionality and distribution mechanisms.

May 2024: The project launches on Binance and other platforms, allowing non-presale token hold-
ers to trade and exchange in preparation for future in-game features within the future $GCD ecosys-
tem.

July 2024: Launch of the $GCD meme game, with preliminary features including a signup game for 
the first 60,000 players, initial levels, and limited assets.

September 2024: The NFT collection adds a layer of ownership, allowing players to possess verifi-
able, limited-edition digital assets.

October 2024: The project takes on a social cause, contributing to charities that provide affordable 
preventative care and education.
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